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On Elastic Equilibriura under Tractions. 501 
from 3 × 10 ~ per second to 4 × 105 per second, and the results 
obtained are in good ~,greement with those previously 
obtained by static methods. 
My best thanks are due to Sir Ernest Rutherford for 
many suggestions connected with the problems and for his 
helpful criticism and encouragement during their progress. 
Cavendish Laboratory, 0ambridge. 
May 20, 1922. 
XLVI .  On the Conditions for Elastic Equilibrium under 
Surface Tractions in a Uniformly Eolotropic Body. By 
R. F. GWYTHER, M.A.* 
I N a paper " On an Analytical Discrimination of Elastic Stresses in an Isotropic Body , " t  I have expressed the 
elements of mechanical stress under tractiofs, and also 
the elements of strain, in terms of quantities which resolve 
on transformation of orthogonal axes in the same manner as 
elements of stress resolve. In this paper I propose to adapt  
the same method to uniformly eolotropic bodies. 
Briefly, we shall have under tractions, 
by: bz ~ + 2 By bz 
b2¢3 b:(~l 
Q=-  b,v: bz 2 
R---- b2~ 52~51 
Bx ~ By ~ 
S= b~%1 + b~1 
bx ~ by bz 
T = b2~' -- 
by 2 
U= 
bz ~ 
9 bsX~ 
+" b-x ~z 
b: +2.,, ~3 , 
Ox Oy 
Ox bz bx By' 
byiiz + bxbz bxby' 
b~X~ b~X, B2~8 
by bz bx bz + Bx B~ '
(1) 
where {~l, (bs, ~b3, %i Z~ X~} roaolvo us eloments of a stress 
resolve. 
* Communicated bytho Author. 
t Phil. Mag. July 1922, p. 274. 
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502 Mr. R. F. Gwyther on Conditions fo~" 
If {t?l, ~?:, t?3, 4~1, 4F:, ~8} form another set of quantities, 
acting also as elements of stress, we may take as the com- 
ponents of an arbitrary displacement 
bt~1+b~3 b~2 
u-- ~- ,  -~  + b~' 
b~3 b~2 +~z l ,  "=~+~ 
~=~ by + b ; '  
and therefore for the elements of strain 
b2~1 _ - -  e-  + ~ + b~ 
bx ~ bx 5z bx by 
f=  "by ~- + byb~ + bxSy 
g= b; 2 + bybz + bxbz  
by ~ + ~-  -~ by bz + bx bz + bx by 
= b ,~ ~-+ b~b-~ + ~ z  + bxby  
b2"~t, r3 b293 b292 b2~)"l .~ 
c =-bz .  ~ + by: + bybz  + bxbz  bxby  
Before proceeding, I will recapitulate that if the co- 
ordinate axes are rotated about their own positions through 
the small angles ~=, eoy, o)~, and if t21, t2~, t23 (being partial 
differential operators) give the consequent coefficients of 
~z, ~y, ~z in (e, f, g, a, b, c} or in {P, Q, R, S, T, U}, then 
b 
in £he case of elements of strain, and 
in the case of elements of stress. 
(2) 
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.Elastic Equilibrium under Surface 2¥actions. 503 
Both {¢1, 62, ~ba, X1, X2, X3~ and {el, 82, 83, ~trl, ¢2, •3} 
aro to follow the latter type. 
The relations between these two sets in elastic equilibrium 
must be linear. 
I shall take the invariant function (2V), which gives the 
potential strain-function per unit of volume in the form, 
2V = Xne 2 + 2~,12ef + 2X13 eg + 2X14ea + 2Xa~ eb + 2X16 ec 
+ X2~ f~ + 2X23fg + 2x:dh + 2X~fb -4- 2X~6fc 
+ X3s g~ + 2X34ga + 2X,~gb + 2Xa¢gc 
+ X~4 a2+2X4aab +2X46ac 
+ X~ b ~ + 2~,5s be 
+ X6¢ c a. 
(3 )  
Since V is to be an invariant function, that is, since 
£zlV=O, 122V=0, ~23V=0, we deduce that, acting on the 
coefficients, 
+ 
- - 5 ° 
aX35 
--  (2X46 --  X~5 ) - _30"6 
+ (X3~-- X:6 + X45) 5 
bX46 
From (3) we find the elastic values for P, Q, R, S, T, U 
by differentiation i e, f, g, a, b, c respectively. Thus 
P = X11e+X12f+X,39+X14a+X15b+Xl~c, et ., 
and we may form an apparently suitable set of values for 
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504 Mr. R. F. Gwythcr on Conditions for 
(51, ~b~, b3, X1, X2, X~ in terms of Ol, 02, 0 s, 5bl, 5b2, 5ba similarly 
thus : - -  
¢1 = ~'1101 dr XI202 -1- ~.1303 -{- 2~-14~1 "~ 27~154/'~ + 2X.185ba, ete., 
and X1 = X1401 + X240e + Xa408 + 2~-44561 + 2X4~3 -1- 2X46~tf3, eta*, 
which include all of the 21 constants. 
The next step would be to substitute these values in the 
mechanical values of the elements of stress in (1) and equate 
to the elastic values found as above from (3) and (2). 
We should thus obtain six independent differential equa- 
tions in 01, 02, 03, 4F1, ~ ,  563. But these quantities are not 
independent, and we are at liberty to put each of the 
5b-functions equal to zero, and thus get six independent 
equations in three quantities, leading to conditions which 
I do not pursue. 
Instead, i shall follow the method used in my earlier 
paper and be guided by the form of equations (1). 
Accordingly I determine the values of ~1, q~2, ~ba by 
selecting the terms affected by ~2/~y~z in "S, by ~2/~x~z 
in T, and by ~/~x3y in U, both in their mechanical and 
elastic expressions. 
We thus obtain 
4,~ = (x~ + x:~)5b, + x~% + x~(o~; + ol) + x~6.,?. 
thus completely connecting the two sets of functions. A 
first condition to be applied is that ~21 ~bl----0, and therefore 
(X~, + X,,)(0~ - 0,) + 2(X~,-- X,,) (0~ + 0~) 
~- (X33--X22)sbl "~- (X36- X26 + ~X45)sb2 + (X35 --)L25- ~X46)sb3 ~ O, 
. . . .  (6) 
with two other identities, whose consequences we can infer 
by symmetry. 
Thus 
Xaa = ~ = X33 = X (an invariant), 
~.24 = ~,34 = ~15 = )L28 -~" )L I 6 = X26 ~--- O , 
X14+ 2~ e %~+ 2X.46=X3~ + 2X4~=0. (7) 
Also, as there is n~ term in fa or ga in 2V, the coefficients 
(~f ~/~)X~4 and of ~/~z4 in ~21 are separately zero, and 
X~z = X- -  2X~, X~z = X- -  2X~, X~ = X- -  2X66. • (8)  
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Elastic .Equilibrium under Surface IYactions. 505 
We therefore find 
2V = X(e +f+g)~ + X,(a~--4.t~) ~ X~(b ~-4eg) ÷ ),66(c2--4e/) 
+ eX~(~-- 2ae) + 2X,~(~-- 2~/) + 2X~(~-  2,'g) (9) 
and 
5 
I shall now write, for convenience, 
~k44~Yl, ~55=F2, ~66=V:~, .56~--V4~ ~46~--Y5~ .45~--Y6 
and 
2v = X(e +/+ g)~ + ~(~-42"~) + ~(~2-4~g) + ~(~-4~/) 
+ 2"~(~-b~) + .9~(~b/_~) + 2~(2~g-~b), (10) 
where 
5 
~1 = 2v. (b~v- ~ :v3) + (v3-v~)~-v~ ;  +v55~. 
The requirement that the solid should act as an elastic 
solid under tractions has reduced the 21 eolotropic constants 
in (3) to 7 constants of elastic equilibrium in (10). 
Accordingly, we find from (5), 
~ = ~(0~ + o3) -  ~¢~-~%, 
~ = ~(0~ + o~) -  ~ -  ~%, 
The value of 2X1 is deduced from 1-~1~2= 
2X~ = v~(20~ 4- 0~ + 03) - -  (v~ + v a)~l - -  v~qt~- -  v5~3, wRh 
From the value of 2V given by (t0), we find the elements 
of elastic stress, asusual, by differentiation, 
P = x~ + (x-  ~) f+ (x-  2~)g+ ~v,~, 
Q = (k -  2v~)e + )~f+ (k -  2vx)g + 2v~b, 
R = (k -  2~,~)e + (k--2va)f+ Xg + 2vat, 
S = 2v~e + v~a--%b--v~c, 
T = 2vd'-- v~a + v~b-- ~qc, 
U= 2v~,q--v~a--v~b+~,~c . . . . . . .  (13) 
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506 Mr. R. F. Gwyther on Conditions for 
To complete the equations, we substitute for {e,f,g, a, b, c} 
from (2), equate to the mechanical elements of stress given 
by (1), and substitute for {~bl, ~b~, 4)3, %1, X:, X3} to find the 
six equations for condition in {01 0~, 03, ~l, ~ ,~3}-  This 
general process will be now simplified. 
In order to carry out the scheme of this paper it has been 
necessary that the axes should be arbitrary and the stress- 
elements should be written in full. But this stage having 
been completed we may now select a special set of axes, and 
also simplify the arbitrary stress-elements. 
Thus, {e,f, g, a, b, c} act on transformation of axes as 
{x ~, g~, z ~, 2yz, 2xz, 2xy} act, as do also {a2--4fg, b~--4eg, 
d--4ef, 4ae-- 2bc, 4bf - 2ac, 4cg-- 2ab }, and since 
121 = 2v4 
2 ov~/+(v~-v~) - -V6~vs+V~v6'  
we find that 
vlx2.+ v~y ~ + v3z ~ + 2v4yz + 2vsxz + 2v6xy ---- 1 
is an invariantal ellipsoid, and the principal planes of this 
ellipsoid are planes of elastic symmetry in the body. 
I shall take these principal planes as the coordinate planes, 
and consequently v4=0, us----0, v6=0, while va, v2, v3 now 
stand for the roots of the Discriminating Cubic. 
The equations (11), (12), and (13), become for these axes, 
~l = ~(0~+e~), 2x, =-  ( , :+,~)~1, 
+~ = ,~(o~ + o~), 2x~ = - (~ + ~:)%, 
p = x~ + (x -  2~3)/+ (x-2~)~, 
Q = (x -  2v3)e + xf+ (x -  2v~)g, 
R = (~--2v~)e + (~.--2v,)f+Xg, 
S --= vla, T = v2b, U = vac. (14) 
I t  will now suffice to put q,,l=O, 5k~=O, ~a=O, so that 
501 50~ ~0~ u=~.~,  v=b-~,  ~=3: '  
and it follows, from above, that %~----0, %:=0, %s----0 a~ the 
same time. Wa shall therefore remain with only three 
equations in 0~, 0~, 03, when these simplifications are made. 
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Elastic Equilibrium under Surface 2¥actions. 
These three equations take the form 
so that 
507 
= - v~ 5y  ~ - -  ~z  ~ , 
- , ' , .  , 
- -  - w .  Bx  ~ - - -  h 8y~ , 
(15) 
~ 2 
/)!-V2(•2 - -  e3) = ~ { FI(~'~ - -  ~)a) "a¢ lt2(e3 - -  e l )  Jl- Va(O 1 - -  ~2) }, 
with two similar equations, and 
(1 ~ ~ 1 ~ = 1 ~ ' )  
+va(O 1 -~)}=0.  (16) 
Hence vi(O2--Oa)" -+- v2(~9~- 01) + v2(O,--87) is an Ellipsoidal 
Harmonic. from which Ol--O=, 0s--0a can be deduced. 
In a previous paper, 1 hay, dealt with the simpler ease 
for an isotropic body, when vl=v~.=va=n a d 01--~=, 02--0a 
are Spherical Harmonics. 
The present equations apply to crystals having three 
orthogonal planes of elastic symmetry. 
The investigation seems interesting because it passes ome- 
what outside the range of elastic equilibrium, even if it is 
ultimately confined within that range. If we regard a piece 
of sound material intended to serve as a test-piece we cannot 
consider its potential energy of strain to be precisely in the 
form given by (10), although by judicious working it tends 
to approach that form. The actual potential energy has pro- 
bably a form such as that in (3), until it has been worked. 
The effect of " working" simplifies th~ form of V in a 
manner perhaps comparable with the algebraic discarding 
of constants inconsistent with elastic equilibrium. If this 
comparison is not unreasonable, we may venture to extend 
the idea, and to imagine that an excessive xertion of trac- 
tion may again alter the form of the potential energy, and 
introduce into V terms inconsistent with elastic equilibrium 
and may, if continued, lead to rupture. At any rate, the 
theory of rupture must lie outside the range of elastic equi- 
librimn, though not necessarily outside the elastic stress- 
strain relations. 
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